F.No. A.12034/SSC/10/2017-Ad.III(B)
Government of India
Ministry of Finance
Department of Revenue
Central Board of Indirect Taxes & Customs

**********
Gr. Floor, Hudco Vishala Building
Bhikaji Cama Place, R.K. Puram
New Delhi Dated 11/03/2020

To,
All successful candidates of CGL Examination 2017, selected for the post of Inspector (CGST, PO & Examiner) and TA in CBIC (through CBIC’s website).

Subject: Combined Graduate Level Examination 2017- Verification of Options/Preferences, exercised by the candidates selected for the post of Inspector (CGST, PO & Examiner) and TA and final chance of exercising options for left-out candidates– reg.

Sir/Madam,

All the candidates are requested to view the Options/Preferences (along-with the remarks, if any) received from them for appointment to the post of Inspector (CGST, PO & Examiner) and TA in CBIC. It is requested that the Options/Preferences submitted by the candidates may be verified from the original Options/Preferences (not from revised Options, if any, as Options once exercised is final) and if any discrepancy is found, it may be brought to the notice of the undersigned through e-Mail only- mohammad.ashik@nic.in, along with the proof of original Options/Preferences on or before 18/03/2020 positively. The following information may also be furnished while bringing out discrepancies:

1. Name of the Candidate.
2. Father’s name of the Candidate.
3. Date of Birth.
4. Residential Address.
5. Signature of the Candidate.

2. In view of the foregoing, it is also requested to those candidates whose options have not been received, to submit their options/preference by 18/03/2020 positively. It is also advised that the candidates who had already given their Options/Preferences need not send their Options/Preferences again so as to avoid multiple copies.

3. In addition to the above, there are certain candidates whose documents are not complete in some aspect or the other. The reason/remarks for such candidates are mentioned against their names. It is advised to such candidates to forward their original Preference Sheet along with the duly completed documents so that their Options/Preferences could be considered. Otherwise, it would be presumed that they have not exercised their Options/Preferences.
4. The consolidated list of Options/Preferences exercised by the candidates along-with the remarks, if any, is enclosed at Annexure- I, II, III & IV for Inspector (CGST, PO & Examiner) and TA respectively.

Yours faithfully

Encl: As above

(Mohammad Ashif)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Tel. 26162780

Copy to: The Directorate General of Systems, Customs & Central Excise, 4th & 5th Floor, Samrat Hotel, Chanakya Puri, New Delhi, with the request to place this letter along-with the enclosed list of Options/Preferences of the candidates on the website under the heading Departmental Officers/Others/Examinations/COMBINED GRADUATE LEVEL EXAMINATION